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Dakota Johnson – The style of the 50 Shades of Grey Star 

 

Since Dakota Johnson played the female leading part in the Hollywood movie “50 Shades of 

Grey”, she is more popular than ever. With the premier of its sequel on the 7th of February, 

just in time for Valentine`s day, the second movie managed to fascinate thousands of fans 

again. In addition to impressing fans by her acting, Dakota Johnson also convinces with her 

fashionable style. The 27-year-old manages to constantly demonstrate her versatile fashion-

understanding on the red carpet.  

May it be elegant dresses, casual jeans or t-shirt combinations, Dakota always stuns with her 

looks.  

 

 

 

Throughout her style choices, Dakota always manages to emphasize her feminine side. 
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By combining a simple black suit with stylish pumps a female touch is added to the outfit.  

Also long dresses and other extravagant cuts are worn by her with a unique elegance. 

Seducing red lips is an often used style feature of the actress.  

 

 

In private, the Shades of Grey star likes to keep it casual in jeans and a chequered shirt and 

underlines her sense of fashion. 

But also her acting colleague Jamie Dornan is not falling short on stylish appearances and 

presents himself with a sophisticated style.  

A visit to the cinema is a must, for all fans of “50 Shades of Grey”, Jamie Dornan and 

especially Dakota Johnson. If you want to go beyond getting erotic inspiration and want to 

check out the latest fashion trends used by the stars, go and visit Stylelounge.de for the best 

designer pieces at the lowest price. 

https://www.stylelounge.com 

https://www.stylelounge.com/
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About StyleLounge 

StyleLounge offers the first direct price comparison and availability-check of fashion and 

lifestyle products on the internet. Shortly after its foundation, the Hamburg-based company 

managed to unify over 300 online shops with more than 3 million products from over 10,000 

brands on its platform. 

Founded in 2014, e-commerce experts Johannes Heinen and Guido Lange as well as CTO 

Alexander Thiel are leading a team of 40 employees to provide customers in six countries 

with an easy and price-conscious approach to fashion and lifestyle products. 

www.stylelounge.de 

www.stylelounge.nl 

www.stylelounge.ch 
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